
TNT CONCENTRATE
POWDER 

Lavado de Camiones en Polvo Concentrado

DIRECTIONS:
Dissolve 1/4 pound of product per gallon of water for truck washing. 
Do not exceed this concentration or solution will separate, giving er-
ratic results.
Pressure  Washing Directions:  Dilute the liquid concentrate 1:20-
1:50 through the pressure washer.  Apply to surface working with the 
pressure washer from bottom to top, to prevent streaking. Rinse with 
high pressure water from top to bottom. Apply at high temperatures 
(140º F-160º F.) and pressure above 600 psi to a dry surface.  Rinse 
promptly with high pressure water.
Manual Washing:  Dilute 2 to 4 ounces of product per gallon of hot 
water.  Apply to the surface with a mop or brush, working  solution 
into soiled areas. Rinse promptly with a strong stream of water.
Whitewall Cleaning:   Dissolve 2 to 4 ounces of product per gallon of 
water.  Apply solution directly onto whitewall, allow 30 seconds con-
tact time prior to agitation by the brushes. Avoid prolonged (greater 
than 30 seconds) contact of product with painted aluminum wheel 
surfaces.  

ITEM # 2822

DESCRIPTION:
A premium powdered truck and trailer wash formulated 
with no harsh caustics, acids, or solvents designed for 
pressure application without the need of brushes. 

CAUTIONS:
Eye contact will cause severe irritation which may lead 
to permanent damage or blindness. Skin contact may 
produce irritation, which, if material is not removed, can 
become severe. Ingestion may produce severe irritation 
of respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts.  Do not swal-
low this product.  Repeated exposure can have cumula-
tive effects. Further information on   overexposure are 
included on the MSDS .

PRECAUTION: AL USARIO: Si usted no lee Ingles, no 
use este producto, hasta que la etiqueta le haya sido 
explicada ampliamente. 
TO THE USER: If you cannot read English, do not use 
this product until this label has been fully explained to 
you. 


